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R-12 refrigerant hose

Red and Fine Cover Coolant Filling Hoses For R12, R22, R134a Etc. Detailed information: 1. A/C hoses are widely applied to deliver coolers such as R12, R22, R502 and R134a, these are automatic coolers, air conditioners, industrial refrigerators etc; The inner and outer rubber layers are high oil resistance of antiseepage grade RMA-A. 2. There are three
layers for hose A/C: Tube interior: Synthetic NBR (High nitrile-butadiene rubber) Cover: NBR&amp;amp; PVC, Smooth, red color Intermediate reinforced layer: Fiber spiral line braided 2. Capabilities: Corrosion resistance; Heat-resistant aging; Anti-ozone aging etc. 3. There are usually three colors for A/C hoses: red, yellow, blue. These three color hoses are
always used together to deliver refrigerants. 4. The standard length for A/C hoses is 100m per roll, other lengths such as 50m, 20m etc can also be produced here according to customers' concrete demand. 5. There are three types of working pressure for hoses A/C: 500psi, 600psi and 800psi. Pressure is very important for hose costs, prices will be higher
with higher pressure. 6. Here only one type of inner diameter size, ie ID 5mm, the size of the outer diameter is 11m and 12mm. 7. There are several small holes in the cover to help evacuate the gas that will protect the outer tube from exploding. 8. Regular package for cooling filling hose is transparent OPP film. 9. Regular delivery is by air, by sea and by
express. 10. We have exported large quantities of cooling filling hoses to these countries such as the US, South Africa etc. Specifications Diameter In Outer Diameter Working Diameter Pressure Burst Pressure Measurement mm psi m cbm/roll 5 11 500 2500 100 0.02 5 11 600 3000 100 0.02 5 12 800 4000 100 0.02 Excellent before and after service: 1. We
can supply some products related to cooling hoses such as hose connectors, clamps (iron or stainless steel), etc. We have a stable supplier of these products. Since their quality is good, we have been working with them for many years. We have exported assemblies of cooling filling hoses with brass fittings. 2. We can provide free hose samples for
customers to test. 2. We can print according to customer's specific needs, we can also design printing for customers. 3. We can also pack hoses as customer demand. Cardboard packaging and pallet packaging are available as is possible, but will be changed as well. 4. We can also deliver goods as customer needs. 5.Our factory near Ningbo or shanghai
port, the transportation is very convenient. We can provide timely delivery. Passion for hoses, Passion for you. Tags: R134a Refrigerant Hose AC Refrigerant Hose Hose Refrigerant Hose ® Product Features R-12 Recharge Hose Kit is equipped with everything needed to connect and charge a can of R-12 through the low pressure service port Kit is equipped
with a refillable hose, can tap and lock the dispenser clamp Usage Directions Turn the exit valve handle counterclockwise until the piercing rod is in an upright position. This will prevent accidental piercing of the R-12 can. Slide the locking clamp to the top of the R-12 can. Rotate the lever to a closed position. Screw the exit valve into the locking clamp. Make
sure there is a tight match against the top of the R-12 can. Screw one end of the hose into the dispensing valve. Find the low-side service port of the automatic air conditioner. Remove the dust cover. Screw the hose to the service port. NEVER TRY TO CHARGE THROUGH A HIGH-SIDED SERVICE PORT. Start the engine. Turn the air conditioner to
maximum cool. Rotate the exit valve handle clockwise until the piercing rod has pierced the R-12 can. Turn the handle of the exit valve counterclockwise until you hear the cooler leaving the can. Hold the can upright until the can is empty. Close the hose from the low-sided service port and replace the dust cover. Remove the R-12 can from the locking clamp
and discard it. Always leave the piercing stem in an upright position to prevent accidental piercings in the future. Product Guide Guide A/C Port Service Finder FAQS Find Retailer Gauges &amp;amp; Hose Works very well for small appliances such as windows a/c units, refrigerators, freezers, dehumidifiers etc... DO NOT USE IN SYSTEM 410A! For more
information about this product, click the product title above. For use with R22, R12, R134a Use on both manifolds &amp;amp; Can DescriptionThis R134A Refrigerant Charge Hose is equipped with dispensing valve with durablitas and strong strength. It features with a strong construction with maximum durability. It will work in adding R134A, R12, R22
refrigerant to highly performing vehicles. Features - Color: Shown in the image. - Material: Metal and plastic. - Size: Approx. 40*1.5*1.5cm/16*0.6*0.6 inches (L*W*H).- High quality R134A coolant charge hose with strong construction expenditure valve.- For use in adding coolant to highly performing vehicles. Easy and convenient to use.- The opener is
connected sideways, while it can be used for direct R12, R22 supplements. Supplements.
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